
3832EC - Full Extension Ball Bearing Slide - 45 kg
(100 lb) Capacity
Product # 3832EC2G20

Length 20 in

DESCRIPTION
With an automatic reset stroke of 1.75 in, the 3832EC model brings drawers to a
controlled and satisfying close every single time. Add a bit of much-needed ease to
hardware in the home, industrial workspaces, or institutional equipment.

- Supports loads of up to 100 lbs
- For drawers up to 16 in wide
- For additional technical information see below

Engineered with the end-user in mind, the 3832EC's Easy-Close mechanism remains
partially shielded to prevent small debris particles from interfering with operation,
optimizing it for long-term, maintenance-free use. This specialty motion hardware
ensures that the drawer doesn't pull out of the opener's hand and re-close.

ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS
- The partially shielded mechanism blocks out unwanted debris such as dust or
finishing materials. - Balanced pull-force: engineered to provide a balance between
closing and opening actions, this drawer is less likely to pull out of the user's hand and
re-close accidentally. - Lever disconnect for easy drawer removal and reinsertion. New
3832EC slide with a soft-close feature. - 100 lb (45 kg) load capacity. - Full extension
for complete access. - Easy-close mechanism featuring an automatic reset;
mechanism stroke is about 1.75 in - Cam drawer adjustment feature included
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Product # 3832EC2G20

Load Capacity 99.2 lb*

Motion Technology Soft-Close

Series 3832

Slide Extension Full Extension

Slide Mounted Side Mounted

Bearing Type Ball Bearing

Features Bulk Pack

For drawer of Max. 24 in

Finish Zinc

Screw/Nail Not Included

Side Both

Standards and Certifications RoHS

Brand Accuride

Disclaimer

Measures shown with an asterisk (*) have been converted as per your preference. These are not the official measures. To view the
measures specified by the manufacturer, click here.

APPLICATION
- In commercial or institutional settings: well-suited for cabinetry and casework found in libraries, school rooms, laboratories or hospitals,
and high-end retail stores. - In residential applications: quiet performance is valued in nearly every part of the home, especially in a
child's room or baby's nursery

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Not suitable for drawers exceeding 26" in width. In this case, use slides from the T9301 family.

PRODUCT PHOTOS
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